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Document Management Features

Document Tasks
Most business processes are dependent on multiple tasks to be
performed by different users in an organization. Emails have largely
replaced the earlier verbal and post it notes tasking methods.
Unfortunately emails, although electronic, still fail to eliminate the
drawbacks of the earlier tasking methods –lack of accountability,
visibility and traceability. With the plethora of emails we receive
every day, it’s very easy to lose track to tasks assigned this way for
both the assignor and the assignee of the tasks. Document
management software goes a long way in improving collaboration
between employees when it comes to sharing data. However,
wouldn’t it be nice to manage your document centric tasks right
inside of your document management system?
Docsvault makes your document centric task management simple
with its built-in document tasks feature.

Solutions:
 Eliminate Bottlenecks
Quickly check any tasks that
have been assigned. Avoid
bottlenecks in any process that
lead to delays.
 Smooth Communication
Communicate with other users
through task notes and
messages attached with tasks.

Highlights
 Route documents and assign tasks to multiple users
 Users can communicate back and forth on a task for faster
completion of tasks
 Built-in Notification System alerts when a task is assigned, due
or completed
 Improves productivity of employees by simplifying task
allocation and forwarding
 Task list panels allow complete visibility of pending tasks
 Personal task reminders keep you up to date on all upcoming
events

What it means for you?
Certain mundane jobs such as sending invoices to accounts
department or forwarding documents and contracts to legal
department for review don’t need any expertise. However, a lot of
time of an average employee’s day goes in assigning and chasing the
status of such repetitive tasks. Docsvault’s built-in task management
system allows your employees to work at their full capabilities by
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Feature: Document Tasks

Other capturing methods:
taking care of all the routine jobs like sending documents to users
for review, approval or comments. Automatic notifications and full
visibility of pending tasks ensures tasks are completed in time.
Users can even create tasks and reminders for themselves. This
means, your organization can get more out of your staff improving
performance for all departments.

Assigning New Tasks
Assign new tasks and route documents to concerned users. Set due
date, priority and reminders to ensure timely completion of tasks.

 Quite Email
Allow users to email documents
directly from within Docsvault
for super-fast emailing
 MS Outlook integration
Add emails and attachments
from MS Outlook and search for
them using full-text search.

File Tasks
You can archive or file your tasks and review them later from under
the Filed Tasks list. This ensures you have record of all your tasks and
can view them whenever the need arises.

Fast facts
1. Users can generate ad-hoc tasks for simple review or approval
jobs or as reminders for themselves
2. You can attach multiple documents with tasks for easy
reference
3. Task notifications alert you of new task or important progress
on existing tasks directly in your email inbox when not working
in Docsvault
4. Task due dates and reminders allow users to perform jobs on
time and meet deadlines
5. A must-have for all organizations that have to deal with
documents and decision-making
Note: For advanced workflows involving multiple steps and
participants Automated Workflows
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